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INTRODUCTION 

l, The General Assembly, in section I of its resolution 34/219 of 
20 December 1979, requested the Secretary~General to prepare a series of reports and 
submissions with respect to the system of desirable ranges for the representation 
of Member States in posts in the Secretariat subject to geographical distribution, 
The Secretary-General, in an interim report (A/C.5/35/7) of l August 1980, covered 
a number of aspects of the resolution relating to the requests in paragraphs l (a), 
1 (b) ( i) and ( ii) and the first part of 1 (e). 

2, This report responds to the remaining requests of the Assembly in 
resolution 34/219 and concluces with proposals which, in the opinion of the 
Secretary--General) may provide a basis for reaching agreement on the method of 
determining the ranges for Member States which should EUide the Secretary-General 
in future years. Th~ report first considers the principles which govern the 
appointment of the staff of the Secretariat by the Secretary-General in accordance 
with Article 101 of the Charter. It next examines the groups of posts that are 
subject to or excluded from the system of desirable ran~es for the geographical 
distribution of the staff and explains the principles on which their inclusion 'Jr 
exclusion are based. The report then studies a number of additional criteria 
which might be used, as well as changes which could be made in the method of 
calculation of the ranges in the lic;ht of the remaining requests in the resolution. 
Finally, the report outlines the Secretary-General's proposals for the calculation 
of new ran;o;es. 

I. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES GOVERNING THE RECRUITMENT OF STAFF 

3. The basic principles governing the recruitment policy of the United Nations are 
set out in Article 101 of the Charter. Paragraph 1 of that Article provides that 
•:The staff shall be appointed by the Secretary-General under regulations established 
by the General Assembly", The tvro major principles which govern the employment of 
the staff under this Article are embodied in its paragraph 3 as follows: 

1'The paramount consideration in the employment of the staff and ln the 
determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing 
the highest standards of efficiency" competence and integrity. Due regard 
shall be paid to the importance of recruitine; the staff on as w·ide a 
e;eopraphical basis as possible." 

These principles apply to the whole staff of the Organization, whether appointed by 
the Secretary-General or by other officials to whcm such authority has been 
delegated by or vri th the approval of the General Assembly. 

4. In his report to the third session of the General Assembly on the composition 
of the Secretariat and the }Jrinciple of geographical distribution, ;};_/ the first 
Secretary~General of the United Nations observed: 

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Third Session, Annexes, 
agenda· ite~ 4o (A/652-), para-:-·;r:- ---------- -- -· ---------------
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Ri~htly understood, the cardinal principle of geo~ranhical distribution 
is not that nationals of a ~articular nation should have a specified number of 
posts at a particular e;rade or c;rades, or that they should receive in salary 
as a n;roup a particular percenta.o;e of the total outlay in salaries 1 but that, 
in the first place: the administration should be satisfied that the Secretariat 
is enriched by the experience and culture which each Hember nation can furnish 
and that each Hember nation should, in its turn 

0 
be satisfied that its own 

culture and philosophy make a full contribution to the Secretariato' 

He therefore concluded that the 1vhole problem 1vas that of 

establishing criteria which are administratively workable 0 Any ri13id 
mathematical formula to ~-rhatever yardstick it may be related, whether to 
national income'. literacy J fir;c.ncial contribution to the budc;et of the 
United Nations> or any other criterion, would restrict in an impracticable 
fashion the flexibility on "'\rhich the success of any ~ood administration must 
depend, and is therefore unacceptable";; 

The Secretary-General continues to believe that it is essential for him to 
administer the ranges flexibly in the interest of the Orc;anization and that this is 
of far greater importance than the precise level to vhich the ran13es of 
I1ernber States may be set 0 

II, STAFF IN POSTS SUBJECT TO GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTIOn 

5, The phrase ;staff in posts subject to geographical distribution" was introduced 
in General Assembly resolution 1559 (XV) of 18 De~ember 1960, It refers to the 
staff of the rer,ular Secretariat who are arpointed by and responsible directly to 
the Secretary,-General and whose geographical distribution is to be judged by 
reference to the system of desirable ran~es for the representation of each 
Member State, The posts in question include not only the posts authorized in the 
ree;ular budget but those authorized out of extrabudgetary funds. because the source 
of financing alone could not justify the exclusion of post.s from the syste1n of 
desirable ran{';es or frc.m the normal procedures for the recruitment and appointment 
of staff, Staff are only considerecl to occupy such posts if they are in the 
Professional category or above and are either appointed for at least a year or are 
appointed initially for a lesser period and then have their appointment extended to 
one year or more of total service, 

6, Since the group consists of staff members only, the Secret s_ry·-General ancl 
other officials of the Orrr<:mization who are not staff in the sense of Article 97 
of the Charter of the United Nations have never been counted within the groupo 
Staff vrho are not al)pointed by the Secretary~General but by other officials have 
also never been considered to occupy "posts subject to ,n;eographical distribution , 
because the responsibility for their appointment belongs to the other officials 
and the choice of nationality of the staff c,f these bodies is outside the 
control of the Secretary--General, 1'hus, the staff of the United iT at ions Development 
Frogramme (UNDP), of the United Hations High Commissioner for Refugees (UITHCR), of 
the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) 

0 
of the United Nations Institute for 
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Training and Research (Ul'JITAR) ,, of the United IJations Relief and Uelfare Agency for 
Palestine Refu[';ees in the Near East (UNRHA), of the International Trade Centre -
UNCTAD/GATT (ITC), of the Registry of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ~nd 
of the United Nations University (UNU) do not occupy 'posts subject to geoe;raphical 
distribution" in the sense of being taken into account in the system of desirable 
ranges, 

7, The nearly 900 staff in the Professional category in posts with special 
lan,zua[';e requirements are the largest G;roup of staff in the regular Secretariat 
appointed by and responsible directly to the Secretary-General uho are considered 
not to occupy posts subject to geographical distribution, This is because to 
ensure the functionin~ of the Or[Sanization in its official and other languages they 
have to have a particular lan[Suaf,e as their main language (mother-ton[Sue) and are 
therefore, for the most part, nationals of countries in Hhich the lane:uage is 
normally spoken, The Secretary,·GPnPrRl is t.hPrPfore not free to take into account 
on appointment the nationality of candidates for lanc;auge posts, This exclusion 
only operates to exclude staff in the Professional category from P -1 to P-5 from 
the scope of the desirable ranges, Staff at the Principal Officer (D-1) level and 
above ~;rho occupy posts 1vi th special languac;e requirements are therefore still 
considered to occupy posts subject to seographical distribution, 

8, About 100 staff specifically appointed for mission service have also been 
considered not to occupy posts subject to geographical distribution, This is 
principally because of the political nature of such missions> vrhich limits the 
range of nationalities from which the Sec:cetary--General may choose candidates for 
appointment to such posts, 

9, Staff who are appointed) after intera~ency consultation, to posts financed on 
an interarjency basis are also considered to be e2:cluded from the group of posts 
subject to c;eoc;ra~hical distribution, This is because the selection of such staff 
is not exclusively uithin the control of the Secretary~General and the geograr1hical 
distribution of one particular organization could not be accepted by the other 
organizations as a valid reason for objectinc; to a candidate for such a post, 

10, The more than 2~000 technical co-operation project personnel who advise 
Governments on the iElplementation of technical co~operation :orojects are also 
e::cluded from the group of posts subject to geographical distribution because their 
appointments are normally subject to the approval of the recipient Government, This 
group includes the technical advisers and interre~ional and regional advisers on 
vhom information is given in table 3 of the annex tc• the report on the composition 
of the Secretariat each year ancl the staff at the Professional and higher level of 
the United Nations institutes which are established as technical co-operation 
projects, 

lL Staff 1rith permanent resident status in the country of their duty station have 
also been excluded from the scupe o:f the forTllula for establishing desirable ranges 
since the decision of the Fifth Co111Illittee ~j in 1953 that internationally recruited 
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staff could not benefit from the home leave education grant and other entitlements 
related to international recruitment at the same time as they derived advantae;es 
fror;1 their status as permanent residents of the country of their duty station, At 
that time o it 1-ras ae;reed that those who opted to keep their permanent resident 
status uere not to be countecl ar;ainst the ranc;e of the country of their 
nationality, ]/ Since 1953, candidates l·rith permanent resident status have only 
been appointed to posts subject to c;eoc;raphical distribution if they first 
relinquish their permanent resident status, 

12, Staff on secondment to a specialized 2gency or to one of the bodies -vrhose 
staff is appointed by a United Hations official other than the Secretary--General, 
staff on special leave 1-rithout pay and staff ~Vho are detailed or assic;ned as project 
personnel to a technical co~-operation project are not considered to occuny posts 
subject to geographical distribution during the period of their secondment, leave, 
detail or assignment, 

J 3. Finnlly, staff appointed by the Executive Director of the United Nations 
Environment Proe;ramme (UNEP) to posts financed out of the Environment Fund have 
been consiclered to be outside the scope of the formula for establishing desirable 
rane;es and are reported separately each year 0 in accordance ~Vith the decision of 
the General Assembly taken at its 2206th plenary meetinc; on 18 December 1973, 

III, OPTIOrTS FOR rmF RAITGES 

14, rrhe ~Yay in I·Thich the desirable ranges have been calculated up to the present 
tiEle o.nd the factors and criteria ~Vhi ch determine them have been outlined in 
paragraphs 4 to 32 of the interir1 renort referred to in paragraph l above, In 
paragraph 1 (c) of section I of resolution 34/219, the General Assembly requested 
the Secretary-General to subrn.it 'an outline of any possible ad.ditional criteria 
Hhich 9 in the Secretary-General 1 s considered viev 9 might also be utilized in 
determinine; a system of desirable ranges or representation", with suggestions for 
their incorporation in the system, A number of such other criteria have been 
considered, tuo of which ~Vere directly sugp;ested by the resolution itself, 

15, The first ne\V criterion, suggested in subparagraph l (b) (iii) of section I of 
the resolution, is the level of develoDElent of the !Iember States, The only grouping 
of all l'1eJ11ber States related to this criterion vrhich has the authority of the 
General Assembly is found in the lists of Hember States in different groups 
eligible for membership in tlie Industrial Development Board, The General Assembly 
established the lists in its 1'PsolutJ C'il 2152 (,~~=I) of l 7 november 1966 and has 
amended them from time to time, Other r;roupings c:ither refer to limited gruups of 
countries, such as the least developed countries and the most seriously affected 
develonin;s countries: or do not have the authority of any or::~an of the 
United nations, It would be iMpossible to apply this criterion in the calculation 
of ntnnerical ranc;es vithout numerical values being given to different levels of 
development or to the different c;roups of l\ember StCt.tE:::s. In the absence of any 
such egreed numerical values_ it ~Vould seem ElOre appropriate to use this criterion, 

~/ -~pi d. , paras , 72 Emd 73, 
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as has been cl.one in the past four years, as an alternative yardstick against l·rhich 
to judge the distribution of staff behreen the developed and the developing 
countries in the orc;anization, us inc; the UTTIDO c;roupinr; or the c;roups of the 77 and 
non~77 countries, 

16, 'fh· second neu criterion suc;gested in suoparagraph l (o) ( iv) of section I of 
the resolution, is the direct application of the population of Member States. As 
indicated in paragraph 9 of the interim report, a proposal for the direct 
application of the size of the population of individual !![ember States on a graduated 
basis vras made in 1961 but not adopted, It uould require a decision to adopt a 
narticular formula such as that proposed but found impractical at that time since 
the J :q,ulation of individual riember States varies from less than 1 million to more 
than 900 million o The Secretary~-General considers the use of population to 
distribute posts to individual Hember States in this nay 1wuld not contribute to a 
resolution of the present di vere;ence of view'S o Subparagraph l (b) ( i v) ~ however, 
refers to the application of rec;ional population totals o This 1vould obviate the 
difficulties posed by the fact that the fHJT'ulationo:c: of different Jlember States 
vary so c;reatly, because,, apart from Asia and the Pacific vrhich account for somevrhat 
more than half of the total Horld :;oTrulation, the populations of the regions used 
for the c;eo13ra;:->hical distribution vary betveen 3 and 10 per cent of the vorld totaL 
This criterion could therefore be introduced and vmuld provide a further measure 
of fle;:ibility for the Secretary~·General. The percentac;e weicht to be given to the 
factor uould have to be deterPlined by the General Assembly, 

17. A third possible ne1v criterion j vhich vras proposed in the debate leadinc; up 
to the adortion of resolution 34/219 o 1rould depend on hmr the assessed contribution 
of each riember State 1vas viewed, H11ilc the scale of assessments is based on the 
concept of capacity to pay: the actual contributions paid represent differing 
proportions of each l'Iember State 1 s gross national product 0 Their per capita 
contribution also differs 0 The total contribution of each Ilember St.a.te) including 
voluntary as \rell as assessed contributions to the different proc;rmnmes of the 
Ore:anization, may then represent both a different order of ma13ni tuce from the 
assessed contribution and a different proportion of the total expenses of the 
Organiz3.tion o Hmvever, it uould seer·l that to tal<:e into account the assessed 
contribution as a percenta13e of gross national product or its size pe!_sapit~ 
-vronld be impractical" Either factor vould substantially increase the ranges of 
some J;Iember states uith small populations vhich remain unrepresented despite the 
Secretary"-General' s best efforts to recruit their na.tionals into the Secretariat" 
To e;ive -vreiu;ht to the high per ca-ni ta contribution of some Mej[J.ber States uould 
also aDpear to be somevhat i~- -l~~j~~-~~·~> ic·tion to the effe-ct of the current population 
criterion" To take voluntary contributions into account vould make the ranc;es of 
individual IIember States liable to chan?,e on the basis of factors beyond the control 
of the Organization but directly vrithin the control of the !Iember State in question o 

It 1vould introduce an element of uncertainty into the calculation of the ranges, 
uhich vroulcl anpear to be as undesirable as it 1muld be unpredictable, 

18" P fourth possibility 1-roulcl be the adoption cf one of the a.lternative economic 
m1d social indicators of capacity tc. pay that vrere considered by the Committee 
on Contributions in its report to the General Assembly at the thirty~-second session, 
These mic;ht be combined to measure the relative level or stage of development of a 
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country or its socio-economic status and might then be us~d to adjust the 
per capita national income of each Member Stat<'. The Committee on Cuntributiowo. 
after examining possible improv0ments in economic and social indicators of a 
country's capacity to pay, came to thf' conclusion that the national income is thL' 
only single indicator Hhich can bP statistically compiled for all countries and 
thr·'reforF c;.tilizcd as thr> principal measure of car:;acity to pay. 4/ In vi.::vr of 
the position t8ken with rFgard to the contribution scale itself,-it would seEm 
inappropriate to propose thr' adoption of any such alternative ~-rith regard to thP 
calculation of thP desirable rangP of any Hcmber State. 

19. Paragraph l (d) of section I of Tr"Solution 34/219 re-quested "a study of the
implications of the establishment of a seiling on th0 percentage contribution for 
calculating the personnrcl entitlement of any l!fcmber State". If this is understood 
to require Ikmber States with a contribution to the budget abovr a certain level 
to be treated in exactly the same way, it would either result in th• reduction of 
only one l1ember State -vrhose contribution is already less than its gross n8tional 
incornl' -vrould justify on the basis of capacity to pay because of th.c 25 per cc>nt 
ceiling on the contribution of any individual Menter State or it Kculd result in the 
first hro, three or four etc. larc:est contributors all having exactly the sam_e upper 
limit to their range. Any such decision would have to be bas(d on similar grounds 
as the 25 per cent cPiling on the contribution to the budget of any individual 
lvlember Stat.c. Sinc-2 thP contribution factor is only one of the- factors which 
affect the ranges, the upper lil1lit of thr rang<' of the largest contributor under 
the prc:scnt system in only 17.2 per CE'nt. Any reduction which is not a result of 
a change in the weight of th~ contribution factor might have implications for the 
25 fer cent CEiling of the contribution scale. 

20. A fifth possible additional crit0rion would be the w0ight of the posts. This 
is currently us<~d in table 16 of the- annPx to thE: report of thP Secretary-General 
on the composition of the Secretariat. 'I'hP table sho,,rs the rangE's and actual staff 
position -vrcighted by the annual gross sal8.ry of step I of each levPl. However 
us~C"ful this indicator may be, it \·rould ahr8ys hf'- nr'CFSS8ry to shou thP nwnber and 
level of natj omds of each f1cmbt"r Ste.te and how thesP. figures r.'late to th(' 
un-vwighted ranges. The rc:dd~d complt'xity \Wuld mak,' it difficult to sec thf' effrct 
of individual appointm.·nts, promotions and other staff mov.-mcnts on th"'
rc·prc-sc-ntation of e8ch l'Te;nbf'r StatP. Using a H'"'ighted, rather than an umreightEd 
rang.:., rarely makt>S a rhffcrenc(- as to wh.:ther a l1ember State is within its range 
or ov~cor- or und(or-r.:-prt sr ntt·d. \v,,ighting e-ach post thr'rPforc appears morr V8luable 
as an additional but scpP.rat.c yardstick, rath0r than as on<: of the factors used in 
th~c' calculation of the rcnges for normal us,,.. 

21. Paragra~h 1 (e) of rr·solution 34/21J asks also for "c; study dealing -vrith an 
indicative t·valuation of posts so as to ensure that lk m11c-r States vill hav._ a 
balancf·d qualitative and quantitative repr;~sc-ntRtion". As a result of an earlier 

4/ Official Records of the GenerAl Assembly, Thirty-s,,cond s, ssi on, 
Suppl"Z"mcnt 1To. 11 (A/32/.Ll), paras. 21 and 22. 

I . .. 
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study, 5/ reQuested by the General Assembly in its resolution 2241 A (XXI) of 
20 December 1966, of how to determine the desirable ranges of posts for individual 
countries, taking into account the level of appointment, together with the number 
of posts, four diff~rent weighting systems were examined. Two, which gave arbitrary 
weights to the levels, were derived from ideas cited in the Fifth Committee's 
discussions, a third was the system used by the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) and the fourth was the present system as described in 
paragraphs 17 and 18 of the interim report. Now that point ranges have beeD 
developed by the International Civil Service Commission (ICSC) for the . 
classification of posts at each level, a viable new alternative weighting system 
is now available, if desired. 6/ The ICSC weights would not make a substantial 
difference, as is sho1m in the -table below, but would have the advantage of 
relating the weights more closely to the functions and responsibilities of each 
post, rather than the ~ross salary, which takes other factors into account. 

ICSC point ranges for the classification of Professional and 
higher level posts and the gross annual salary at step 1 of 

each level 

(showing each level as 1::1. percentage of the USG level) 

Gross 
annual salary 

Point ranges Per cent Level 1 Per cent 

800-969 21.7 P-1 14,300 18.8 

970-1319 26.4 P-2 19,000 25 

1320-1669 35.9 P-3 23,900 31.4 

1670-2039 45.4 P-4 29,900 39.3 

2040-2479 55.4 P-5 38,200 50.3 

2480-2939 67.4 D-1 43,900 57.8 

2940-3339 79.9 D-2 52,700 69.3 

3340-3679 90.8 ASG 67,400 88.7 

3680-3799 100 USG 76,000 100 

22. The series of tables reQuested in paragraph 1 (b) of section I of 
resolution 34/219 specifically referred to subparagraph (iii) to the inclusion of 
"formulae for relating the population criterion directly to regional populations, 
with ;:;uggE::st::_on~ for its utilization by individual Member States". Paragraph 16 of 

5/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-second Session, Annexes, 
agend~ item 82 (a) (A/6860), paras. 38-41. 

6/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, 
Supplement No. 30 (A/35/30), para. 242. 

/ ... 
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the present report examined the feasibility of a new criterion related to the 
population of Member States. The apiJlication to individual Member States of the 
present population factor is a quite separate question. The present population 
factor is related to the reductions in the assessments of Member States because 
their per capita income is less than $1,800. 'Ihe factor therefore only indirectly 
takes into account the population of Member States. Its effect is to give back to 
the region the share of posts that it would have had under the contribution factor 
if some of the Member States of the region had not had their assessments reduced 
for this reason. If applied to individual Member States, the population factor 
should not affect the range of any Member State -vrith a per ce.pita income of $1,800 
or more, however large its population. 

23. Although the population factor relates in this way to the contribution factor, 
it has, in the past, been calculated on the total number of posts subject to 
geographical distribution used as a basis for the calculation of the ranges. The 
current total reduction of 8.57 per cent when applied to the base figure 
( 2, 700/100 x 8. 57 = 231.39) was rounded up to 2t~o. If it is to be applied to 
individual Member States, it would have to be incorporated into the calculation of 
the contribution factor itself and not determined separately. The reduction of 
8.57 per cent would then be applied after the subtraction of the membership factor 
from the base figure (2,700- 684 = 2,016). The resulting figure of 2,016 posts 
1vould have to be divided by 108.57 and then multiplied by 100 to find the figure 
(2,016/108.57 x 100 = 1,857 posts) equal to 100 per cent, representing the 
contribution scale. By multiplying by 8.57, instead, a separate figure 
(2,016/108.57 x 8.57 = 159 posts) is obtained, representing the 8.57 per cent 
reduction to be restored. The range of each Member State would then be calculated 
on a contribution factor of 1,857 posts rather than on the figure of 1,780.5 
referred to in paragraph 16 of the Secretary-General's interim report. The Member 
States whose assessments had been reduced would then have their desirable ranges 
calculated on the basis of their unreduced assessment. Of these Member States, 
23 would then have had desirable ranges with upper limits from 2 to 32 posts higher 
than at present. The remaining Member States whose assessments had been reduced 
would have the same ranges as at present, or the upper level of their range would 
go up by only one post. Since the population factor is smaller, the upper limit 
of the ranges of 20 other Member States whose assessments had not been reduced 
would also be increased, 11 of them by between 2 and 23 posts. 

24. If this were to be done, it should be recognized that a considerable degree of 
flexibility that has been available to the Secretary-General up to now would 
disappear. At present, it is possible, as a result of this flexibility, for many 
Member States to be over-represented without other Member States being prevented 
from reaching the lower limits of their ranges. If there were no regional 
population reserve, such over-representation would only be possible in proportion 
as other Member States were under-represented. It might therefore be more in the 
interest of the Organization as a whole if a regional population factor was 
maintained rather than having the population reserve distributed among individual 
Hember States. 

25. While the reference to reductions in assessments has always been used as a 
measure of the size of the population reserve, this rationale has always been 

/ ... 
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difficult to explain and has resulted since the nev method of calculating the 
rane:es -vras introduced in 1976 in a figure which could·, in the light of the 
considerations expressed in paragraph 23, be considere1 inflated. It might be 
appropriate to consider relating the population factor directly to the total 
population of the ~1ember States in each of the regions used by the Secretary-General 
to report on the composition of the Secretariat and to reduce the percentage. This 
\vould retain a measure of the flexibility which the Secretary-General has at the 
present time to appoint outstanding candidates who are nationals of over-represented 
Member States when he thinks it essential to carry out the programmes of the 
Organization, while not preventing nationals of any Hember State which is 
unrepresented or under-represented from being appointed because of the 
over-representation of other Member States. The percentage distribution of total 
population between the regions at present is as follows: 

Africa 

Asia and the Pacific 

Europe (Eastern) 

Europe (Hestern) 

Latin America 

lvriddle East 

North America and the Caribbean 

Per cent 

10.50 

s4.24 

9.53 

8.23 

G.09 

3.4'5 

5.96 

IV. PROPOSALS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

26. With a view to formulating proposals as called for by resolution 34/219, the 
Secretary-General and his representativ~s held a series of discussions with 
representatives of regional groups over a period of time. During the course of 
those contacts, the groups reaffirmed their positions enunciated during the debates 
on the question in the Fifth Committee at the thirty-fourth session of the General 
Assembly. 

27. Specifically, the r~ajor contributors rejected the objectives sought by 
resolution 34/219, mainly on the grounds that it had been adopted without takinG 
into account their fundamental interests. In addition, they could not accept any 
changes in the ranges that were based on either a weight of 50 per cent in the 
membership factor or a parity between the membership and contribution factors. 
Those Member States that supported resolution 34/21') - the Group of 77 - maintained 
their view that the existing criteria for determining the ranges were incompatible 
1vith their interests, and they therefore vished for a change as envisaged in the 
resolution. 

28. Although no common ground has as yet been achieved, the Secretary-General is 
fully conscious of the general desire of all r.!ember States to avoid a confrontation 
on this vital matter. Accordingly, it is hoped that no effort will be spared to 

/ ... 
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achieve a mutually acceptable solution. Bearing this objective in mind, the 
following proposals are aimed at facilitating a decision by the General Assembly. 
Exchanges of views and considerations, both formal and informal, with JV:ember States 
representing differing perspectives have helped considerably in formulatinP, these 
proposals. 

29. In the Secretary-General's view, the system of calculating the ranges should 
continue to be baseq on the three factors of membership, contribution and 
population. The membership and contribution factors should continue to be 
established as in the past. However, the population factor should also be given 
whatever weight consistent with its importance that the General Assembly considers 
appropriate, as is the case for the other two factors. The factor might then be 
distributed by region in proportion to the total population of each region. 

30. In determining any change in the method of calculating desirable ranges of 
Member States or in the vreights to be given to the three factors on which they are 
based, the Secretary-General is of the vie1.;r that the General Assembly might seek 
to avoid any decision that would cause a substantial reduction in the present 
range of any Hember State. Indeed, it would be most helpful if considerable 
efforts could be made to ensure that no reduction occurred at all. 

31. The base figure on which the desirable ranges of nember States are calculated 
should be approximately midway between the nm~ber of posts subject to geographical 
distribution currently occupied by staff reported each year and the total number 
of regular budget and extrabudgetary posts authorized at the time vvhich could be 
considered subject to geographical distribution. On 30 June 1980, there were 
2, 769 staff in the approximately 3, 500 posts which 1wuld have been subject to 
geographical distribution if not vacant or filled by staff on short--term 
appointments. A base figure of 3,200 has therefore been adopted in the 
demonstration of the proposals. This does not mean that any more posts are 
authorized or that more will be filled. This is purely a figure used to calculate 
desirable ranges and not to determine how any narticular post or posts will, in 
fact, be filled. 

32. In order to demonstrate the nature of the changes, annex J shcuc; .~ series of 
alternative tables calculated as indicated in paragraphs 29 to 31, showing for each 
level of assessment, first, the desirable range on 30 June 1980 under the present 
system and, then, in columns A to F, ranges calculated on the basis of different 
relative percentage weights for the membership and contribution factors. Solely 
for the purpose of demonstrating the results of the Secretary-General's proposals, 
the population factor has been maint~ined at 240 posts as before or a weight of 
7. 5 per cent of t.he new base figure of 3,200 posts. Column A reflects the ·vreight 
given to the membership factor at present, and column F reflects vrhat would happen 
if the membership factor were to be given a weight of 50 per cent. Columns B toE 
show intermediate positions, with progressive increases in the ''eight given to the 
membership factor. Although the size of the midpoint of the minimum ranges. from 
1vhich the membership factor is derived, also increases from cohr<ms A to F. t'ne 
lo-vrer level of the minimum ranc;es is kept in each case at t'l-ro. as this provides a 
higher upper limit. This can be changed by reducing the minimum flexibility up 
and down from the midpoint. 
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33. The will to reach an agreement on this matter will diminish considerably if 
Member States perceive that an agreed arrangement at the present time 'vould be 
subject to frequent changes. It is therefore essential that any agreement should 
provide for some element or stahility over a period of years. The longer such an 
agreement can last, the more effective will the ranges be as a guide to the 
Secretary-General and as a yardstick to judge the geographical distribution of the 
staff. 

34. Accordingly, in order to ensure the continued viability of these ranges, it is 
proposed that in future a slight change should be made in the procedure followed in 
recalculating the ranges when the base figure is increased. At present, when a new 
State is admitted to membership, the number of posts which comprise the membership 
factor is increased by the number of posts which constitute the midpoint of ·the 
minimum range, e . g. , bebveen 5. 5 posts under column A and 10. 5 posts under 
column F, and the number of posts which comprise the contribution factor is reduced 
by the same amount. When the base figure is increased, it is raised by at least 
100 posts, and in the past these have always been added to those constituting the 
contribution factor. In order to provide a more balanced distribution of the 
additional posts, it is therefore proposed that in future whenever the base figure 
is raised by 100 posts, 7.5 shall go to the population factor and the remaining 
posts shall be assigned equally to the membership and contribution factors. 

35. As a consequence of this proposed change, the midpoint of the mlnlmum range 
would have to be calculated thereafter by dividing the number of posts which 
comprise the membership factor, increased in this 1vay, by the number of Member. 
States. The difference between the lower limit of the minimum range and its 
midpoint would be added to the midpoint and rounded to the nearest whole figure to 
determine the upper limit of the range. The effect on the number of posts to be 
distributed for, and the percentage weights of, the membership and contribution 
factors of increasing both factors by the same amount in this way is shown in 
annex II 0elmTo It will result over time in the gradual increase in the weight of 
the membership factor and a corresponding decrease in the weight of the 
contribution factor. Annex III shovs the rr1inir,mn "l1L" l:18'cirJlW"!l ran<>;es vhiclt vould 
result in this way under each of the options in columns A to F, taking into account 
both increases in the base figure and in the number of Member States. 

/ ... 
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Alternative ranges of 154 Member States at different assessments with 
different percentage weights given to the membership and contribution 
factors calculated on a base fi ure of 3 200 osts and a o u1ation 

factor of 2 0 posts compared with the ranges on 30 June 1980 

Membership factor 
(percentage weight) 

Contribution factor 
(percentage weight) 

Popu1a tion factor 
(percentage weight) 

Midpoint of miniiTPJm range 

Flexibility 
+ or - 15 per cent or 

Assessrrent 
0.01 

0.02 

0.03 

0.04 

0.05 

0.06 

0.07 

0.08 

0.09 

0.10 

0.11 

0.12 

0.16 

0.19 

0.20 

0.21 

0.23 

0. 25 

0.27 

a. 30 

0. 33 

0.35 

Range on 
30/06/80 

2-7 

2-7 

3-8 

3-8 

3-8 

3-8 

3-8 

3-8 

4-9 

4-9 

4-9 

4-9 

5-lO 

5-10 

6-11 

6-11 

6-11 

6-11 

7-12 

7-12 

8-13 

8-13 

A 

847 
(26. 5) 

2 113 
(66.0) 

240 
(7.5) 

5.5 

3.5 

A 
2-9 

2-9 

3-10 

3-10 

3-10 

3-10 

3-10 
4-11 

4-11 

4-11 

4-11 

5-12 

5-12 

6-13 

6-13 

6-13 

7-14 

7-14 

8-15 

8-15 
9-16 

9-16 

B 

1 001 
(31. 3) 

1 959 
(61.2) 

240 
(7.5) 

6.5 

4.5 

B 
2-ll 

2-11 

3-12 

3-12 

3-12 

3-12 

3-12 

4-13 

4-13 

4-13 

4-13 

4-13 

5-14 

6-15 

6-15 

6-15 

7-16 

7-16 

7-16 
8-17 

8-17 
9-18 

c 

1 155 
(36.1) 

1 805 
(56.4) 

240 
(7.5) 

7.5 

5.5 

D 

1 309 
(40.9) 

1 651 
(51. 6) 

240 
(7.5) 

8.5 

6.5 

Alternative ranges 
C D 
2-13 2-15 

2-13 

3-14 

3-14 

3-14 

3-14 

3-14 

3-14 
4-15 

4-15 

4-15 

4-15 

5-16 

5-16 
6-17 

6-17 

6-17 

7-18 

7-18 

7-18 

8-19 

8-19 

2-15 

2-15 

3-16 

3-16 

3-16 

3-16 

3-16 

3-16 

4-17 

4-17 

4-17 

5-18 

5-18 

5-18 

5-18 
6-19 

6-19 

6-19 
7-20 

7-20 

8-21 

E 

1 463 
(45.7) 

1 497 
(46.8) 

240 
(7.5) 

9.5 

7.5 

E 
2-17 

2-17 

2-17 

3-18 

3-18 

3-18 

3-18 

3-18 

3-18 

3-18 
4-19 

4-19 

4-19 
5-20 

5-20 

5-20 

5-20 

6-21 

6-21 

6-21 

7-22 

7-22 

F 

1 617 
(50.5) 

1 343 
(42.0) 

240 
(7.5) 

10.5 

8.5 

F 
2-19 

2-19 

2-19 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

3-20 

4-21 

4-21 

5-22 

5-22 

5-22 

5-22 

5-22 

6-23 

6-23 

6-23 

7-24 
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Assessment 

0.39 

0. 42 

0.48 

0.50 

0. 58 

0.60 

0. 65 

0.71 

0. 74 

0.76 

0.78 

0.83 

1.22 

1. 24 

1. 27 

1. 31 

1. 39 

l. 46 

1. 62 

1. 63 

1. 70 

1.83 

3.28 

3.45 

4.46 

6.26 

8.31 

9.58 

11 .10 

25.00 

Range on 
30/06/80 A 

9-14 10-17 

9-14 11-18 

11-16 12-20 

11-16 13-20 
12-17 14-21 
13-18 15-22 
14-19 16-23 

15-20 17-24 

15-20 18-25 

15-20 18-25 

16-21 18-25 

16-22 20-27 

22-30 27-36 
23-31 27-36 

23-31 27-37 
24-32 28-38 

2 5-34 30-40 

26-35 31-42 

28-38 34-46 

28-38 34-46 

29-40 35-48 

31-43 38-51 

53-72 64-86 

56-76 67-90 

71-96 85-115 
98-133 117-158 

129-175 154-208 
148-201 177-239 
171-232 204-276 
381-516 454-614 

Alternative ran~es 
B c D E F 

10-19 9-20 8-21 8-23 7-24 

10-19 10-21 9-22 8-23 8-25 

11-20 11-22 10-23 9-24 8-25 

12-21 11-22 10-23 9-24 9-26 

13-22 12-23 12-25 11-26 10-27 

14-23 13-24 12-25 11-26 10-27 
15-24 14-25 13-26 12-27 11-28 

16-25 15-26 14-27 13-28 12-29 

16-25 15-26 14-27 13-28 12-29 

17-26 16-27 15-28 13-28 12-29 

17-26 16-27 15-28 14-29 12-29 

18-27 17-28 16-29 14-29 13-30 

26-35 24-35 22-35 20-35 18-35 

26-35 24-35 22-35 21-36 19-36 

27-36 25-36 23-36 21-36 19-36 

27-37 26-37 24-37 22-37 20-37 

29-39 27-38 25-38 23-38 21-38 

30-40 28-39 26-39 24-39 22-39 

33-44 31-42 29-42 26-41 24-41 

33-44 31-42 29-42 26-41 24-41 

34-46 32-44 30-43 27-42 25-42 

36-49 34-47 32-45 29-44 27-40 

60-81 57-77 53-72 50-67 46-63 

63-85 59-80 56-75 52-70 48-65 

80-108 75-101 70-94 65-88 60-81 

110-149 102-139 95-129 88-119 80-109 

144-195 134-181 124-168 ll4-154 104-140 

165-223 153-207 142-192 130-176 118-160 

190-258 177-239 163-221 149-202 136-184 

422-571 390-528 358-484 326-441 294-398 

I ... 



1. 

Base 
figure A 

3 200 84! 

3 6oo 1 032 

4 000 1 217 

Base 
figur~ A 

3 200 26.5 

3 6oo 28.7 

4 000 30.4 

Ain lEX II 

Effect on the number of nosts to be distributed for, ann thP nercentagp 
lveights of, the mernbershin and contribution factors of increasin~ them 

both_b:r the s:une srr:92mt yhen the "base fitPC1rc is rGised b'( 100 -ro8ts 

(The nopulation factor is always 7.5 per cent) 

Posts to be distributed for Posts to be distributed for 
the membership factor the contribution factor 

B c D E F A B c D E F 

l 001 l 155 l 309 l 463 1 6n 2 113 1 959 1 sos 1 651 1 497 1 343 
l 186 l 340 l 494 l 648 1 797 2 298 2 144 l 990 l 836 l 632 l 528 

l 371 1 525 1 679 1 833 1 987 2 483 2 329 2 175 2 021 1 867 1 713 

2. Percentage weights of Percentage weirhts of 
membership factor contribution factor 

B c D E F A B c D E F 

31.3 36.1 40.9 45.7 so.s 66.0 61.2 s6.4 Sl. 6 46.8 42.0 

32.9 37.2 41.5 45.8 49.9 63.8 59.6 55.3 51.0 46.']' 42.6 

34.3 38.1 42.0 45.8 49.7 62.1 58.2 s4.4 50.5 46.7 42.8 

Popu-
lation 

Posts ---

240 

270 

300 

PCTU-
1e.ticn 
percent-

age 

Posts 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

"cl > L:rJ > 
[n ~ ~ -

';tJ ~ :J:l () 
(j) (]) I-' • 

?< f-'· \Jl 

I-' CllH::YW 
H \Jl -w 
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ANNEX III 

from which the minimum ranges 

Base Column A 
fie;ure l54 151 160 

3 200 Mid. ( 5. 5) (5.39) (5.29) 
Min. 2-9 2-9 2-9 
Max. 454-614 454-614 454-614 

3 600 Mid. (6.70) (6.57) (6.45) 
Min. 2-11 2-11 2-11 
Max. 494-668 !194-668 494-668 

4 000 Mid. (1.90) (7.75) (7. 60) 
Min. 2-14 2-14 2-14 
Max. 534-723 534-723 534-723 

Base Column C 
figure 154 151 160 

3 200 Mid. (7.50) (7.36) (7.22) 
Min. 2-13 2-13 2-12 
Max. 390-528 390-521 390-521 

3 600 Mid. (8.70) (8.54) (8.38) 
Min. 2-15 2-15 2-15 
Max. 430-582 430-582 430-582 

4 000 !IIi d. (9.90) (9.71) (9.53) 
Min. 2-18 2-18 2-l'T 
Max. 471-637 470-636 470-636 

Base Column E 
fis;ure 154 151 160 

3 200 Mid. (9.50) (9.32) (9.14) 
Min. 2-1 'T 2-l'T 2-16 
Max. 326-441 326-441 326-441 

3 600 Mid. (10.70) (10.50) (10.30) 
Min. 2-19 2-19 2-19 
Max. 367-496 366-496 366-495 

4 000 Mid. (11. 90) (11.68) (11.46) 
Min. 2-22 2-21 2-21 
Max. 407-550 407-550 406-550 

154 

(6.5) 
2-11 

422-511 

(7.70) 
2-13 

462-625 

(8.90) 
2-16 

502-680 

154 

(8.50) 
2-15 

358-484 

(9.'70) 
2-l'T 

398-539 

(10.90) 
2-20 

439-594 

154 

(10.50) 
2-19 

294-398 

(11. 66) 
2-21 

335-453 

(12.90) 
2-24 

375-507 
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Column B 
151 160 

(6.38) (6.26) 
2-11 2-11 

422-511 422-510 

(7.55) (7.41) 
2-13 2-13 

462-625 462-624 

(8.73) (8.57) 
2-15 2-15 

502-680 502-679 

Column D 
151 160 

(8.34) (8.18) 
2-15 2-14 

358-484 358-484 

(9.52) (9.34) 
2-17 2-17 

398-539 398-539 

(10.69) (10.49) 
2-19 2-19 

439-593 438-593 

Column F 
151 160 

(10.30) (10.11) 
2-19 2.20 

294-398 294-398 

(11.45) (11.23) 
2-21 2-20 

334-452 334-452 

(12.66) (12.42) 
2-23 2-23 

375-507 3'75-507 




